INSTAGRAM WELL-BEING TOOLS

✧ **Hide More Comments:**

- Automatically hide comments that are potentially offensive.
- Hide more comments to turn on preset keyword list.
- Hide message requests to move new message requests with the preset keyword list to “hidden” folder.

Settings > Privacy > Hidden words

✧ **Hide Message Requests:**

- Create a custom list to hide other words, phrases, and emojis.
- Turn on Hide comments to adopt customised keyword list.
- Hide message requests will place these new message requests in “hidden” folder that you can choose to ignore.

Settings > Privacy > Hidden words

✧ **Comment Controls:**

- Manage who can comment on your posts
- Manage comments on an individual post by tapping top right 3 dots or swiping the comments to the left.

Settings > Privacy > Comments
### Tag Controls:
- Control who can tag you.
- Allows you to manually approve tags and remove tags in bulk.

#### Allow Tags From
- Everyone
- People You Follow
- No One

#### Tagged Posts
- Manually Approve Tags: On

### DM reachability:
- Control who can send message requests to you.
- Decide which folder you will receive message requests in or whether to receive them at all.

### Mention Controls:
- Control who can @-mention you in below surfaces:
  - Stories
  - Live Videos
  - Comments
  - Captions

#### Allow @mentions From
- Everyone
- People You Follow
- No One

### Limits:
- Automatically hide comments and message requests from unfollowers or recent followers.
- How long to limit:
  - Select between 1~6 days
  - Select between 1~4 weeks